The Kelverion Runbook Studio provides a rich graphical authoring environment for building out Service Request Automation solutions, and provides collaboration, version control and release management integration with Git repositories.

The Runbook Studio enables users to create Runbooks using a drag and drop, code free, graphical authoring approach.

Once the Runbook design is complete the tool will automatically generate Graphical Runbooks for upload and execution from Microsoft’s automation as a service platform Azure Automation.

The Runbook Studio also provides a workspace to manage all of your Azure Automation Assets across multiple Automation Accounts and even multiple Azure Subscriptions from within one view.

The Runbook Studio leverages the 300+ publicly available PowerShell Integration Modules and also has full integration with Kelverion’s growing library of Integration Modules which provide orchestration and automation of the enterprise management tools in your business. These Kelverion Integration Modules offer a unique discovery API which allows the modules to interrogate the target third party system and dynamically discover its configuration and setup.

At Runbook design time the Runbook Studio hooks into this discovery API and dynamically configures the Integration Module commandlet inputs and outputs based on the data returned from the target system. For example when you want to create an Incident Ticket in ServiceNow the Integration Module will query ServiceNow for a list of available Record tables. Once you select the Incident Ticket table, the Integration Module queries the table and automatically configures each field in the ServiceNow Record as an input parameter for use in the Runbook Studio.
Kelverion are an established Independent Software Vendor specialising in IT Automation solutions. Kelverion provides software and specialist consultancy solutions for Microsoft Azure and the Microsoft System Center suite.

Find out more at [http://www.kelverion.com](http://www.kelverion.com)